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& MULTIDISCIPLINARY AND INTERDISCIPLINARY

education can provide relevant insights into

ubiquitous computing and other fields.1 In this

article, we share our experience with multidisci-

plinary and interdisciplinary teaching in the two-

year Artificial Intelligence Research Master’s

program at Utrecht University, the Netherlands.

In particular, we zoom in on our motivation for,

and experience with, revising courses in which

nonengineering topics can be related to a more

engineering inclined audience, and vice-versa.

ABOUT UTRECHT’S AI PROGRAM
Utrecht University was the first Dutch Univer-

sity to start a degree program in Artificial Intelli-

gence (AI). Since its inception in 1988, the program

has been multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary,

both in content and organization. Currently, both

the Bachelor’s2 and Master’s program3 are jointly

coordinated by representatives from four depart-

ments: computer science, philosophy, linguistics,

and psychology.

This diversity is also reflected in the student

population of the Master’s program. While the

majority of our students have a Bachelor’s

degree in a STEM field or AI, we also have stu-

dents with backgrounds in, for example, psy-

chology, linguistics, philosophy, logic, industrial

design, and medicine. In addition, approximately

one-third of students completed a Bachelor’s

degree at a non-Dutch university.

The diversity of our student population

presents specific challenges with regards to

teaching. Until about five years ago, our program

had around 40 students a year, allowing for suffi-

cient one-on-one interaction to overcome
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potential cross-disciplinary boundaries. With

the increasing popularity of AI and the growth of

the AI job market, we have also seen a growth in

our enrollment numbers. This year, around 120

new Master’s students started, and yearly enroll-

ment numbers are still growing. Given this

growth, the question arises how one can main-

tain multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary train-

ing, while maintaining depth. And how can one

engage students with diverse topics at a time

when machine learning and engineering applica-

tions seem to dominate the field of AI?

Our approach has been to build a curriculum

in which a small set of required courses teach

students the fundamental methods and (philo-

sophical) theories from AI and its contributing

disciplines. In addition, elective courses have

been revised to zoom in on various subdisci-

plines, while maintaining a clear AI focus. The

authors of this article revised courses at the

intersection of AI and social sciences and linguis-

tics. We reflect on those efforts here.

TEACHING “NONENGINEERING”
TOPICS TO STUDENT OF
ENGINEERING AND OTHER
DISCIPLINES

What we Aimed to Change

We started our changes in 2016. At the time,

the courses within the AI Master’s program were

largely rooted in the parent disciplines. For

example, they focused on experimental methods

and a diversity of psychological theories. Due to

the small number of students at the time, there

was room for customization to the student popu-

lation each year, and to also highlight the engi-

neering components within each area and

course.

Due to the student growth, such small-scale

customization is no longer feasible today. Based

on our own impressions, and through discus-

sions with students, alumni, and employers of

our graduates, we noticed several other trends

that we wanted to tackle:

1. Although most of our classes had engineer-

ing components, these were not suffi-

ciently visible to our students. Moreover,

we noticed that cognitive modeling (a core

component of AI since its inception)4 was

not sufficiently integrated into the core of

the courses.

2. Students did not always perceive the rele-

vance of more “traditional” techniques such

as experimentation, despite its potential for

practice—including engineering and data sci-

ence. Some students incorrectly classified

these topics as not relevant enough for engi-

neers, or as too easy for them.

3. Alumni and employers expressed a desire to

have more training on how psychological

and linguistic theories and methods can be

implemented in computer software, espe-

cially using programming languages that are

freely available such as R and Python.

In other words, despite the relevance of the

program for students’ careers, they did not see

its full potential.

How we Changed it: Embracing Diversity With

Engineering Prominently as Part of the Core

In response to our observations, we

introduced three new courses: (1) Cognitive

Modeling, (2) Experimentation in Psychology,

Linguistics, and AI, and (3) Machine Learning for

Human Vision and Language. As an example,

textbox 1 shows the outline of the course on cog-

nitive modeling. Although the courses differ in

content, each course adheres to six important

core characteristics:

1. Courses are taught by multidisciplinary and

interdisciplinary staff. Each course is taught

by AI staff members from both psychology

and linguistics. This allows us to teach

engineering principles and associated psy-

chological and linguistic theories and meth-

ods, while also focusing on their impact

on both science and industry. As all of the

teaching staff also have an interdisciplinary

or multidisciplinary background, our lec-

tures focus explicitly on the impact that

the topic of the class has on different disci-

plines. Through our joint teaching, we also

learn to overcome our own potential disci-

plinary biases.

2. Engineering techniques and theory are

used hand-in-hand. For example, in the
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courses Cognitive Modeling and Machine

Learning for Human Vision and Language, a

large component is the implementation of

cognitive models in code, for example, using

state-of-the-art artificial neural networks. In

Experimentation in Psychology, Linguistics,

and AI, students implement and analyze a

variety of experiments ranging from reaction

Example Course: Cognitive Modeling

T he course Cognitive Modeling has two aims.
Students learn to:

1. implement components of cognitive models in
computer simulations, and

2. critically evaluate scientific literature on cogni-
tive modeling.

The scientific motivation is that computer imple-
mentations help to understand theories through the
process of building.4 The applied motivation is that
models are useful to predict human behavior in
intelligent “user models” (e.g., intelligent interfaces,
intelligent tutors, user profiling).8

The course runs for 8 weeks, with 2 hours for lec-
tures and 4 hours for computer labs per week. We
cover three broad modeling techniques: cognitive
processing, machine learning, and Bayesian. This
demonstrates the breadth, overlap, and comple-
mentarity of techniques.

Each lecture covers the fundamentals of a tech-
nique, examples from science and industry, and
trends in the field. Each lecture is accompanied by a
paper that discusses the technique in more depth.
The set of papers varies in their origin (e.g., Psycho-
logical Review, PNAS) and writing style (e.g., more or
less mathematical), thereby teaching students the
bleeding edge using varied terminology from the
field. Recently, we started video recording our lec-
tures. This allows students to revisit a specific topic
and aids especially students for whom a discipline is
new, or whoare not native speakers of English.

For the computer laboratory, we use R as a pro-
gramming environment, given its increasing use in,
for example, data science. Assignments are routed
in theory andpractice and range from fittingan exist-
ing processingmodel of driver distraction to building
amachine learning representational similarity analy-
sis from scratch. The assignments help students gain
confidence in their programming skills, while also
training important theoretical and methodological
concepts such as overfitting and model selection,
and how classical (hypothesis-driven) statistics com-
plement (data-driven)machine learning.

We also organize a “mini-conference,” where
students present existing modeling research on a
poster [see Figure 1(a) and (b)]. Students are free
to pick a paper of their liking within constraints set
by the lecturers (e.g., particular modeling style). The
chosen topics reflect their diverse backgrounds and
interests, ranging from clinical studies and health to
engineering and human–computer interaction.
Each student presents one paper-based poster as a
team but also peer-reviews three other posters and
the associated papers. Effectively, this expands the
variety of encountered research, increases engage-
ment, and trains students to evaluate a wide variety
of scientific work.

Figure 1. Students in the course Cognitive

Modeling with their poster presentations
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time experiments to the collection and analy-

sis of large web-based data sets.

We have noticed that the coupling of

theory with coding has multiple benefits.

For students that have a strong backgro-

und in engineering, implementing psycho-

logical theories in code helps them to

better ground the concepts. For students

with less (software) engineering experi-

ence, the coupling of the programming

assignments with theories helps them to

become more comfortable with their pro-

gramming skills.

3. Choice and differentiation. The examination

in each course balances practical (lab) and

written (exam) components. We noticed that

students from different countries and pro-

grams vary in their skills and experience—

some have hardly programmed, others have

hardly had essay exams. Using both compo-

nents allows students to excel in areas where

they have strengths, while also exposing

them to new forms of examination. For pro-

gramming assignments, we typically have a

basic assignment that all students need to

complete, and bonus assignments for stu-

dents that excel at this skill. In this way,

there is an appropriate challenge for every-

one. For student presentations, we allow stu-

dents to pick a topic of their own interest

(within the boundaries of the course), which

encourages ownership, enthusiasm to learn,

and ability to transfer knowledge to a domain

of interest.

4. Highlight relevance to practice and indus-

try. In our course descriptions, lectures, and

assignments, we emphasize both the rele-

vance of the material for science and theory,

as well as for industry. For example, experi-

mental methods are useful to test new tech-

nological interventions and are frequently

used in industry (e.g., A/B-testing) and statis-

tical techniques are needed to benchmark

the performance of (machine learning) algo-

rithms. For example, in our introductory

class on experimental methods, we highlight

experiments from applied engineering stud-

ies that are presented at the CHI and UIST

conferences. This helps the students under-

stand that these techniques are not only for

psychology or linguistics but useful for engi-

neering and industry.

5. Highlight multidisciplinary origins. Machine

learning allows for a variety of perspectives.

In our course, we explain how it can be practi-

cally used in, for example, natural language

processing applications as well as what the

relationship is between machine learning

(especially artificial neural networks) algo-

rithms and processing and learning in the

human brain. This complements the perspec-

tives that our computer science colleagues

give in other courses that focus on the mathe-

matical origins of machine learning. Together,

these courses help our students appreciate

themultidisciplinary origins of this field.

6. Balancing levels. As our students have differ-

ent educational backgrounds, we think care-

fully about how to pair them for team

assignments. For assignments where multi-

disciplinary and interdisciplinary collabora-

tion is needed, we create teams with

students that have different backgrounds,

encouraging them to actively learn from

each other. In other courses, we try to pair

students that have a similar skill level (e.g.,

comparable programming skills), to minimize

chances of free-riding. A benefit of our large

international influx is that we can have in-

class discussions about intercultural differ-

ences. For example, in the demonstration of

linguistic applications, our students help us

test performance for different languages.

In sum, our program aims to embrace and

use the diversity of our student population and

the field of AI. For us, as lecturers, it requires

identification of potential challenges for specific

disciplinary backgrounds but also embracing

the fact that students come with different per-

spectives and solutions. For in-class discus-

sions, in particular, this allows for a fruitful wide

perspective.

Results: Well-Rounded Interdisciplinary

Professionals

Our efforts have paid off in multiple ways. We

teach relevant theories and skills. Our student

evaluations have been consistently positive, with

students explicitly expressing their appreciation
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of the breadth in content (e.g., multiple theoreti-

cal perspectives) and practical work (e.g., pre-

sentations, labs). This has led to an influx in

student numbers in our courses at a growth rate

that is higher than that of the program.

Students now better see the value of AI within

the larger fields of, for example, psychology and

linguistics. This shows in the increasing number

of students that pick topics within these

domains for their dissertation research. Within

our labs, our AI students work jointly with psy-

chologists and linguists (and others) and can

provide unique skills when it comes to, for exam-

ple, experimental coding or model verification.

Our psychology and linguistics colleagues that

do not work within AI, also see the value of these

students for their teams.

Our alumni are also performing well. In gen-

eral, AI graduates have good job prospects in

the Netherlands.5 What we have noticed is that

the graduates from our specialized area now

more frequently end up in “coding intensive”

positions. For example, they work as engineers

at international software companies, as Ph.D.

students in a variety of fields (e.g., AI, HCI, robot-

ics, linguistics, sociology), or as (tech or sci-

ence) consultants for commercial and

noncommercial parties. It has been especially

rewarding to see students that entered the pro-

gram with an interest in developing their techni-

cal abilities, but perhaps less confidence in

those abilities, flourish in technical roles soon

after graduation. Moreover, what we have

noticed is that our students tend to be critical

about what methods they use in their work. Due

to their multidisciplinary exposure, they quickly

pick up new trends and methods and are also

willing to challenge existing dogmas within their

company or institute by introducing methods

that are less familiar to their peers, but which

our graduates learned from another discipline.

FUTURE: FURTHER EXPANSION AND
DIVERSITY?

Some challenges remain. In particular, how to

maintain this quality level with a still increasing

student population and an even wider diversity

of students. Largely, the entry requirements of

our Master’s program (e.g., experience with

programming and other AI techniques) already

maintain a sufficient base-level. However, each

student is unique and brings their own strengths

and weaknesses. We continue to play on these

strengths and help to overcome weaknesses, but

acknowledge that these are harder to identify

with growing student numbers.

Similar to our student population, the field of AI

is also still expanding into new fields and domains.

Here wemostly see opportunities. First, within the

scientific community, there is more and more

appreciation to consider humans andhuman inter-

action with AI, and the need for multidisciplinary

and interdisciplinary perspectives on topics such

as human-automation interaction.6 As our curricu-

lum explicitly has a multidisciplinary and interdis-

ciplinary focus, we believe our graduates have a

pivotal role to play in the years to come.

Second, as AI applications are being used in

more domains, there is a growing interest from

different fields to employ our graduates. At the

moment, this is productive and interesting for

our graduates. However, there is the risk of

going through another “AI winter,”7 where the

field under-delivers on its promised potential.

Again, we believe that our multidisciplinary and

interdisciplinary perspective will help. Our stu-

dents do not take a specific technique (e.g.,

machine learning) as the sole solution to prob-

lems, but have training in and experience with a

variety of techniques (e.g., also through courses

from our philosophy and computer science col-

leagues that teach modern approaches to logic

and agent technology). We are confident that

our students are ready to enter the job market

with a broad knowledge of multiple state-of-the-

art AI theories and techniques so that they

can benefit from, but not blindly follow, any par-

ticular hype.

CONCLUSION
So, why do we teach a multidisciplinary and

interdisciplinary program? It is not just because

our student body demands it. By embracing

teaching that crosses disciplinary lines as well

as the science-engineering divide, our program

has delivered well-rounded professionals that

have valuable roles to play in science, practice,

and society.
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